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• Sill: novel applications

• Sill and hybrids



Beyond Breit-Wigner

ArXiv: 2106.03749



Breit-Wigner distribution

Rho-meson as example. 

BW extends from –inf to +inf. There is no left threshold.



BW: properties

BW-propagator: 

Link prop-dist: 

Normalization:

(important for prob. interpretation) 

Pole:

BW-distribution: 



BW corresponds to exp. decay



How to introudce a threshold? 

BW with threshold (naive threatment)

N is needed because the normalization is lost!



BW with threshold (naive treatment)

N is needed because the normalization is lost!



Time evolution

Blue: plain BW, yellow: BW with threshold (naive)



Comments

• The ‘brute force’ threshold can be good as a first 

approximation, but it is just an ‘ad hoc’ modification of 

Breit-Wigner

• Which is the correct propagator that contains a 

threshold?

• Which is the correct energy distribution? 



General non-relativistic approach

Propagator

Self-energy (or loop)

Eth is the threshold energy

Energy dependent  ‘decay width’

Energy distribution (or spectral function)



Link between propagator and distribution

out of which

The propagator can be expressed as (H being the full Hamiltonian)



Normalization and its heuristic justification

One can show that under quite general conditions

Brief QM recall Eigenstates of Hamilton H



Time-evolution (general)

The dots describe short- and long-time deviations from the exponential decay 

The pole:



BW with threshold properly done

This is actually the correct Breit-Wigner with threshold!

Correctly normalized to unity, no need of an extra N…but somewhat not handy

We assume that:



BW with threshold properly done

Correct BW with threshold



BW with threshold properly done

Comparision with ‘naive’ BW with threshold



BW with threshold properly done

Comparision with plain BW: indeed very similar!



BW with threshold (properly done) 

and time-evolution

Blue: BW, yellow: BW with threshold (properly done)



Relativistic Breit-Wigner (rBW)

In a relativistic framework there is always a threshold! (eventually zero).

Function above not normalized as it stands.

From above often used in various applications.



Relativistic propagator



rBW: derivation

With a proper subtraction 



rBW: derivation



Sill

Let us consider a resonance with mass M decaying into twoparticles:

We assume that: 

Decay width as function of the energy:

Note, it saturates for large s



Sill



Sill

Sill for the 

rho-meson



Sill vs BW

Sill vs BW, distributions (rho-meson example)



Sill vs BW: time evolution

Time evolution



Comments



Comment

The Sill is as Flatte along KK

(but not along pion-eta)

The Sill is Flatte-like, but not equal. 

Eur.Phys.J.A 23 (2005) 523-533e-Print: nuclth/0410099 [nucl-th]



Comments 

The Sill is Flatte-like, but not equal. 

It does not reduce to Flatte

(even not in the KK channel) 



BW, rBW, Sill in comparison: rho and a1 case 



Rho meson

Aleph data

for tau decay



a1 meson

Aleph data

for tau decay



The K*(892) meson: basically no difference

J. Adam et al. [ALICE], arXiv:1601.07868



The Delta baryon

Data from: J.R. Haskins, Am. J. Phys. 53, 988–991 (1985)



More than a single channel



Two-channel case



a0(980) example



Multichannel decay law 

w1(t) is the probability that the 

decay has occurred in the first 

channel between (0,t)



w1/w2 is not a constant



Recent Sill application/1



Recent Sill application/2

ArXiv: 2303.11762



Recent Sill application/3: Xi(16260)

ArXiv: 2305.19093
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Hybrid meson and the Sill 



Toward a nonet of hybrid state/PDG



A unique I=1 hybrid state

π1(1600) and π1(1400) are the same state 

(in agreement with various models and lattice QCD) 

C. Meyer and E. Swanson, 

Hybrid Mesons,

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 82 (2015) 21

[arXiv:1502.07276 [hep-ph]]. 





New experimental finding: η1(1855)

Phys.Rev.Lett. 129 (2022) 19, 192002 2202.00621 [hep-ex]
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A nonet of hybrid states? 

arXiv:2203.04327

Beides π1(1600) and η1(1855), we expect also:

K1(1750) and η1(1660). The last two not yet seen.



Predictions for hybrids





J/Psi decay and the Sill

Sill implemented in

all decays above
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Conclusions and outlook

Features of the Sill

• simple Flatte-like relativistic implementation of threshold(s);

• generalization of BW

• Normalization, simple propagator

Applications to (un)conventional states

• Rho, a1, K*(892), and a0 mesons as examples

• Delta baryon

• Xi(1620)baryon 

• J/Psi decay into hybrids



Thanks!
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Symmetries of QCD

Giuseppe Lodovico Lagrangia

25 January 1736

Turin

Born

10 April 1813 (aged 77)

Paris

Died
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Chiral limit:
is a classical symmetry broken by quantum fluctuations

(trace anomaly)

Dimensional transmutation

Trace anomaly: 

the emergence of a dimension
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 Gluon condensate:
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Chiral symmetry

In the chiral limit (mi=0) chiral 

symmetry is exact, but is 

spontaneously broken by the 

QCD vacuum 

i , Rq
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q
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q
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i i,R i,L ij j,R ij j,Lq q q U q U q   

baryon number      anomaly U(1)A SSB into SU(3)V

Chiral (or axial) anomaly: explicitely broken by quantum fluctuations
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Conventional mesons:  

quark-antiquark states
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Hadrons

The QCD Lagrangian contains ‘colored’ quarks and 

gluons. However, no ‚colored‘ state has been seen.

Confinement: physical states are “white” and are called 

hadrons.

Hadrons can be:

Mesons: bosonic hadrons

Baryons: fermionic hadrons

A meson is not necessarily a quark-antiquark state.

A quark-antiquark state is a conventional meson.
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Rho-meson

Pion

MeV 7
du

mm

MeV 775
m

MeV 139


m

Example of conventional quark-antiquark states: 

the ρ and the π mesons

Mass generation in QCD

is a nonpert. penomenon

based on SSB 
(mentioned previusly).
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Quark-antiquark mesons (PDG 2018)
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Quark-antiquark mesons (PDG 2018)
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Some selected nonets
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Chiral partners
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Table from:

F.G., R. Pisarski, 

A. Koenigstein

Phys.Rev.D 97 (2018) 9, 

091901 

e-Print: 1709.07454 
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1) Glueballs                                    2) Hybrids

3) Four-quark states

Non-conventional mesons:  beyond qq

Compact diquark-antidiquark states

Molecular states (a type of dynamical generation)

Companion poles (another type of dynamical generation)
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(Some) novel results 

for 

conventional mesons
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Strategy

• For a given nonet , write down the corresponding model-

Lagrangian respecting flavor (or if possible chiral) symmetry.

• Consider only C, P, invariant terms

• Calculate decays in all possible channels (first at tree-level, 

in some selected case including finite width or loop effects;

• Fit free parameters to known experimental value;

• Make postdictions and predictions.
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Tensor and (axial-)tensors
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